
Holloway & Naughton 12g Over/Under Sidelock Ejector
Serial Number 12-17

$42500.00$42500.00

DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Holloway & Naughton 12g Over/Under Sidelock Ejector

A faithful rendition of the Boss & Co. Over/Under Sidelock Ejector patented in 1909 with the same type of bifurcated lumps and

trunnion system. These are Protruding studs on the bottom barrel that lay into semi-circular slots on each side of the action. These

studs act as the barrel’s lumps and require a much shallower action shape to work with the stacked barrels, giving the guns a

slimmer pro le. 

The action is color hardened with a R&S type engraving, signed by the trigger “DELAHAUT G.”, with gold lined cocking

indicators and the word “SAFE” and the serial number inlaid in gold.

Gun is very nicely stocked in with a highly gured French walnut with characteristic light honey color and very dark marbling

with “ ddle back” radiating through the entire butt stock. Traditional drop points and point pattern checkering and a Woodward

style grip with a trigger bow that extends to an ebony pistol grip cap. Stock has 15 ½" LOP over a checkered butt. The forend

matches perfectly and uses the Boss type ejector system, also patented in 1909, with the long cocking rods housed in the with the

same type of Boss extended forend iron that runs the top edge of the forend.

The 30” demi-bloc barrels have a solid machine matted top rib and semi-circular Boss type rib extension. The gun has original 2

¾" (70mm) chambers with 2006 London proof marks. The barrels are tted with Teague chokes and carry 2009 Birmingham

proof marks from when the chokes were added.

Gun has most likely been red but appears as new in a Maker’s lightweight leather “VC” case with canvas cover.

SSPECIFICATIONPECIFICATION

LocationLocation US

MakeMake Holloway & Naughton

Calibre/GaugeCalibre/Gauge 12g

ActionAction Sidelock

TriggersTriggers 1

EjectorsEjectors Yes

Barrel LengthBarrel Length 30"

RibRib Solid

ChamberChamber 2 3/4"

Choke RightChoke Right Teague

Choke LeftChoke Left Teague

StockStock Woodward Grip

LOPLOP 15 1/2"

WeightWeight 7lbs 8oz

CaseCase Leather VC

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


